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Abstract - Much research has been done on influencing
different techniques for making condition contamination to
free and lessening emission. Many of the researchers are
influencing autos to free from contamination and are
attempting to diminish the emission. We have additionally
made a move to decrease hurtful emanations from vehicles
by changing the plan of exhaust system and making another
4 way exhaust system and utilizing carbon adsorbing silica
gel and earth as in work to make the new reactant
converter. It can be an awesome stride to decrease carbon
and other unsafe gasses outflow at an impressive and
shabby rate.

know that catalytic converter that it absorbs gasses and
reduces gasses to less harmful gasses and release them to
atmosphere but we are trying to reduce the emission and
increasing its efficiency.
1.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
In our outline of exhaust system we have utilized a bed of
silica gel and earth as nano molecule covering in adsorbing
material just before the lessening and oxidation keeping in
mind the end goal to diminish the heap on exhaust system
and to build its efficiency. We have likewise transformed it
material as we realize that exhaust system are comprised
of platinum and palladium. These are utilized to decrease
HC into carbon dioxide and water. Rhodium goes about as
a decrease operator and it lessen NO outflow.

Key Words: nitrogen oxides.
1.INTRODUCTION
An exhaust system is an emanations control gadget that
proselytes lethal gasses and toxins in fumes gas to less
poisonous contaminations by catalyzing a redox response
(an oxidation and a diminishment response). Exhaust
systems are utilized with inward ignition engines fueled
by either petroleum (gas) or diesel—including leanconsume motors and lamp oil radiators and stoves.

Be that as it may, here we can utilize PEROVSKITE OXIDE
as an impetus in our converter as it builds its productivity
and it has better redox properties. We can likewise utilize
high Aluminum content zeolite to adsorb carbon. In our
plan we have additionally put a bed of silica gel or mud to
additionally increment and it will absorb carbon better
and will make condition all the more spotless and safe.

"Two-way" converters consolidated oxygen with carbon
monoxide (CO) and unburned hydrocarbons (HC) to
create carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O). In 1981,
two-way exhaust systems were rendered outdated by
"three-way" converters that additionally decrease oxides
of nitrogen (NOx); in any case, two-way converters are as
yet utilized for lean-consume motors. This is on the
grounds that three-way-converters require either rich or
stoichiometric burning to effectively lessen NOx.

ADVANTAGES:1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Albeit exhaust systems are most usually connected to
fumes frameworks in autos, they are likewise utilized on
electrical generators, forklifts, mining hardware, trucks,
transports, trains and cruisers. They are likewise utilized
on some wood stoves to control emanations. This is
generally because of government control, either through
direct natural control or through wellbeing and security
directions. An exhaust system must be changed each 100
000/120 000 km keeping in mind the end goal to be
effective.

6.

Catalyst used is easily available and more reactive
LIMITATIONS:Silica gel used has it adsorption and retention power. Once
reused its efficiency by10%.
Clay particles can make carbon particles stick in them and
can reduce its efficiency by certain limit.

We have made an approach on reducing the cost of
catalytic converter and making it more effective as we
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Impact Factor value: 5.181

It has advantage that it has greater efficiency over
normal or new catalytic converter.
It is cheap and easy to use
Materials used are easily available.
Its efficiency is more.
It can be used again and again as silica gel can be
filtered again and with 90% efficiency.
It can be used in big industries and automobiles
sector
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PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS:This product can be used in general household gas stoves
and in rural areas where wood is still used as a fuel. It has
a also an another practical application as it can be used in
catalytic converter to reduce exhaust emission. It can also
be used in various industries as a bed of meshes to reduce
harmful emissions. It has also an another application as
the carbon collected can be used again to make ink for
printers and other uses and the product can be used again
for future uses. It can also used to remove impurities from
air as it removes impurities like carbon ,hydrogen,
nitrogen, sulphur .It can also used in industries as a paste
as in incinerator or it can be used as a bed of silica gel
nano particle coating to get rid of exhaust gasses and
harmful gasses and to make environment safe.

Conclusion.
In this obviously clay can absorb gasses like nitrogen,
carbon, hydrogen, sulphur at an impressive rate and that
too extremely effectively. Clay and silica gel when
consolidated utilized at our exhaust system can
fundamentally diminish the contamination, as it were, and
that too at a less expensive rate and moderate price. Our
essential thought is to decrease the cost of exhaust system
and to expand its productivity and to influence condition
to free from contamination and to make things shabby for
needy individuals.

Fig 1. Formation of silica gel
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